Good Morning,
I just had a lovely thought , sitting here at 7.15am on
a Sunday morning & it still being dark outside, in less
than a month from now our days will begin getting
longer again - yippee!!!!
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I got quite a bit of the weekend housework done
yesterday & so I have loads of time to make today
Postie Bob’s Millionaires shortbread, & also to wrap
up some of the Christmas gifts.
I even had the beginnings of an idea last night, about
little individual handmade gifts for the girls at the
dentist, so I may explore that later too?

Sunday, November 25, 2018

Image 1: I uploaded the final two sheets of the
current paper collection to site yesterday so I could
preview this new one this morning & I have dubbed
this the Honeycomb collection.
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Image 2: A really sweet image of Santa filling
Christmas stockings, which I simply added a backing
mat to & then decoupaged, ready for you to layer up
in 3D on your cards.
Image 3: Here a sheet of card toppers from the
costumes file, there are six in all & I have simply
added them to slightly deeper tone mats to highlight
them a bit more, so they will stand out better on top
of ...
Image 4: ...one of the backing papers that
accompany this costume series, I designed it to work
with most of the sheets from that file.
Image 5: The final sheet that I created from
photographs of cakes now, this one has a polka dot
back panel & then lots of layers, so you could use the
whole thing on a single card or split it up over two.
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Images 6 & 7: Another duo from the head dress file, the
first sheet includes a layered topper as well as two pairs
of mirror images cameo shaped toppers. This is
accompanied by the backing paper I constructed using
only the image itself.
Image 8: Another of these oval format decoupages that
you seem to like, here a couple of young girls out walking,
maybe on their way to school perhaps? I have also
included a couple of mini mirrored images for you to use
elsewhere on your project.
Image 9: As I am aware how much you like them I am
throwing in a second of the oval format decoupages for
you this week, this one features a couple of girls playing
outdoors.
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Image 10: I was messing around the other morning filling
a mono image with colour, digitally of course, & ended up
with a bunch of different coloured images.
I was going to discard them initially but then thought you
might like them so added a ticket shaped panel to the
back & layered that up with a coloured panel to match
the colour I had chosen to use on the number.
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Image 11: Then I thought I might as well carry on & make
a background paper to match, so I shrunk down the
‘tickets’ & lined them up & used them in alternating rows
to create the sheet.
Image 12: Then I went on to create another backing
sheet, without the ticket shaped layering, & I really liked
how this turned out, so decided to use it as the bonus
sheet for this morning.
Catch up with you all again later for the usual update.

Rita x

